Abstract Software product line engineering practices offer desirable characteristics such as rapid product development, reduced time-to-market, and more affordable development costs as a result of systematic representation of the variabilities of a domain of discourse that leads to methodical reuse of software assets. The development lifecycle of a product line consists of two main phases: domain engineering, which deals with the understanding and formally modeling of the target domain, and application engineering that is concerned with the configuration of a product line into one concrete product based on the preferences and requirements of the stakeholders. The work presented in this paper focuses on the application engineering phase and builds both the theoretical and technological tools to assist the stakeholders in (a) understanding the complex interactions of the features of a product line; (b) eliciting the utility of each feature for the stakeholders and hence exposing the stakeholders' otherwise implicit preferences in a way that they can more easily make decisions; and (c) dynamically building a decision model through interaction with the stakeholders and by considering the structural characteristics of software product line feature models, which will guide the stakeholders through the product configuration process. Initial exploratory empirical experiments that we have performed show that our proposed approach for helping stakeholders understand their feature preferences and its associated staged feature model configuration process is able to positively impact the quality of the end results of the application engineering process within the context of the limited number of participants. In addition, it has been observed that the offered tooling support is able to ease the staged feature model configuration process.
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Introduction
Software product lines cater the means for facilitating systematic reuse within the area of software engineering by formally capturing and representing commonalities and variabilities between the applications of the same family [1, 2] . Understanding the common and variable aspects of different applications provides insight for reusing common core assets such as services, software components, and modeling artifacts during the software development process. This process often leads to the reduction of development costs due to the fact that software artifacts are shared between different applications and also decrease in time-to-market as applications can be developed more rapidly using existing assets [3] . The concept of product lines has been successfully used in other engineering disciplines such as the automotive and aircraft manufacturing industries. However, the quick evolution and fast-changing-pace of the software development market requires more agile practices for software product lines compared to those in other disciplines.
In order to customize the product line engineering practice for the software development domain, two main phases have been defined in its lifecycle, namely domain engineering and application engineering [3] . The domain engineering phase consists of activities that understand and analyze the requirements of the target domain of interest as a whole; identify the variabilities and the commonalities that may exist between the possible applications of that domain; and represent them in a unified formal model. In essence, the outcome of the domain engineering phase should be the representation of most if not all application possibilities for a given domain. Such a representation would among other things constitute the functional characteristics of the applications. Each functional characteristic is referred to as a feature, and the set of all features of a domain is referred to as the feature space.
This domain model developed in the domain engineering phase can later be used in the process of developing various instance applications for that domain during application engineering. In application engineering, instance software products are often derived through the consultation with domain stakeholders that have specific requirements in mind. Such requirements will be in turn translated into the restriction and binding of variabilities within the reference software product line architecture and hence into a concrete product [4] . In other words, the preferences and requirements of the stakeholders are taken into account to restrict the feature space by selecting those features that are more desirable and removing those that are of less value. Czarnecki et al. [5] have proposed that the process of selecting the desirable features should be gradually performed with ample interaction with the stakeholders, a process which is referred to as staged configuration.
There have already been several interesting works that provide supportive mechanisms and tools for product line designers during the domain engineering phase [6, 7] . Our focus in this paper is to facilitate the application engineering phase by delivering capabilities to effectively communicate with the stakeholders and understand their needs and preferences. It is clear that the acceptance of a final product developed through the application engineering phase primarily relates to how well it is able to address the needs and concerns of the stakeholders. Therefore, in our view, a successful application engineering process would need to (among others) be able to elegantly exhibit the following characteristics:
• Consider business concerns and non-functional properties: Many domain modeling notations, e.g., feature models, do not consider the explicit representation of non-functional properties such as maintainability and security and also business concerns such as development costs, customer satisfaction, and development time [8] . However, both business concerns and non-functional properties play an essential role in the successful uptake of the developed application. Hence, the application engineering process should not only focus on satisfying the functional requirements of the stakeholders, but also effectively factor in these additional considerations at trade-off decision-making situations. The application engineering phase should put the non-functional requirements and business concerns of the stakeholders in the context of the non-functional properties of the features that have already been defined in the domain engineering phase, in such a way that features which more closely resemble the requirements of the stakeholders are selected; • Support interactive staged configuration: Product line models are most economical when used in large and complex target domains, which can result in software product line domain models that often contain too many interacting features. In light of this, it is not easy to elicit the needs of the stakeholders prior to product line configuration; therefore, the stakeholders need to be engaged in all of the steps of the configuration process, through which different features are considered, their impacts on the final product are evaluated, and decisions are gradually made. The interaction can ensure that the stakeholders understand the feasible feature space and its limitations and are also comfortable with the design decisions that are made during configuration; • Reveal impacts of design decisions: The inclusion or exclusion of a feature in/from the feature space can have local impacts in terms of limiting the possibility of selecting other interacting features and global impacts by affecting the quality and desirability of the final product. The stakeholders would need to be able to understand the impact of their design decisions that are gradually made in the staged configuration process. The exposure of the significance of the impacts can help the stakeholders and application engineers to explore different design alternatives before making a final decision; • Identify significant alternative decision points: As domain models grow in complexity and size, the best points for exploring the feature space may not be very clear for the stakeholders. In other words, the stakeholders can have difficulty in identifying the most critical alternative design decisions that need to be considered at each point in the staged configuration process. For instance, resolving a variation point with many interdependencies in the domain model could potentially lead to a significantly reduced feature space that is easier to explore and hence could be considered as a good candidate for early evaluation. Therefore, it is very desirable to identify significant alternative design decisions for the stakeholders at each point of the configuration process in the application engineering phase, resulting in less complexity and easier decision making.
The work on software product line decision-oriented models [9] deviates from the more traditional feature-oriented approaches [10] where commonalities and variabilities are both captured and represented. Such models view variabilities as decision points; therefore, decision-oriented models representing variability are a formulation of the domain as a decision-making plan for product derivation. Decision-oriented models are a significant step forward toward addressing the above characteristics, but they face challenges in terms of predetermined decision points, expensive changeability, and lack of adaptability.
In this paper, we propose a staged product line configuration process that centers around the above four characteristics. Our work focuses on feature-oriented software product lines, but dynamically generates decision models during the staged configuration process. In other words, our work does not need a fixed decision-oriented model to be developed in the domain engineering phase and works with existing feature-oriented artifacts such as feature models. We view the product configuration process as a process of stakeholder utility elicitation [11] , during which the utility of each feature for the stakeholders is determined. The utility of features is decided through gamble queries [12] where the stakeholders choose between two competing features at a decision point. The series and order of the gamble queries is automatically specified in order to facilitate the utility elicitation process. Therefore, we dynamically generate decision models that adapt based on the choices made at each previous decision point by the stakeholders. The utility elicitation process allows us to create desirability ranking over the existing features, which facilitates feature selection and decision making. Furthermore, our work provides the means to consider the role of non-functional properties and business concerns in the configuration process and propagates feature utility information onto these non-functional aspects of the product line.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The next section introduces the basics of feature modeling and belief theory. Section 3 provides an overview of our proposed staged configuration process and describes how a utility elicitation process can be defined for understanding the preferences of the stakeholders. In Sect. 4, we show how we extend the feature modeling metamodel to provide support for non-functional properties and business concerns. The details of our proposed work are discussed in Sect. 5, which is followed by a discussion on the tooling support in Sect. 6. The setup and the structure of our exploratory empirical experiments is presented in Sect. 7, which is followed by the explanation of the observed outcomes in Sect. 8. Before concluding the paper, a discussion including the limitations of our work and the lessons learnt, and also a review of the related work, is presented.
Preliminaries
In this section, the overview of feature modeling and belief theory is outlined in a way that the paper is self-contained.
Feature models
Features are important distinguishing aspects, qualities, or characteristics of a family of systems [10, 13] . They are widely used for depicting the shared structure and behavior of a set of similar systems. To form a product family, all the various features of a set of similar/related systems are composed into a feature model. Feature models can be represented both formally and graphically; however, the graphical notation depicted through a tree structure is more favored due to its visual appeal and easier understanding. More specifically, graphical feature models are in the form of a tree whose root node represents a domain concept, e.g., a domain application, and the other nodes and leafs illustrate the features. In this context, a feature is a concept property related to a user-visible functional or non-functional requirement, e.g., domain application task, modeled in a way to capture commonalities or possibly differentiate among product family variants [14] . Figure 1 depicts the graphical notation of the feature relationships. The tree structure of feature models falls short at fully representing the complete set of mutual interdependencies of features; therefore, additional constraints are often added to feature models and are referred to as Integrity Constraints (IC).
The graph product line (GPL) is a widely used feature model, [15] shown in Fig. 2 , which covers the classical set of applications of graphs in the domain of computer science. The intention is to be able to develop configurations of GPL, which are able to address different problem domains. For instance, GPL can be configured to perform several graph search algorithms over a directed or undirected graph structure. As it can be seen, GPL consists of three main features: (a) Graph Type: features for defining the structural representation of a graph; (b) Search: traversal algorithms in the form of features that allow for the navigation of a graph; and (c) Algorithms: other useful algorithms that manipulate or analyze a given graph.
Clearly, not all possible configurations of the features of GPL produce valid graph programs. For instance, a configuration of GPL that checks if a graph is strongly connected cannot be implemented on an undirected graph structure. Such restrictions are expressed in the form of integrity constraints. These integrity constraints ensure the correct composition of features in the various final software products developed from this feature model.
Belief theory
Belief theory is one of the theoretical models that is able to numerically quantify uncertainty in human knowledge in an effective manner [16] . It is a useful tool for the evaluation of the information gathered by the involvement of human experts. Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory of evidence is among the most widely employed models of belief theory that provides appropriate means for approximate and collective reasoning under uncertainty [17, 18] . It is an extension to the traditional probability theory where probabilities are assigned to sets (or intervals) as opposed to singleton variables [19] .
The foundation of the DS theory of evidence is based on a set of hypotheses h called the frame of discernment defined as:
The frame of discernment consists of N exclusive hypotheses. Based on the frame of discernment h, the powerset 2 h composed of all the possible propositions can be created such that:
The base function required for the DS theory of evidence is a basic belief assignment, which is similar to probability distribution, but differs in the fact that belief masses are distributed over the elements of the powerset 2 h and not only on the singleton elements of h; therefore, composite subsets of the powerset can also receive a degree of the belief mass. In other words, the truthful subsets of the powerset can receive a degree of belief mass; therefore, the belief mass assigned to an atomic set such as w 2 2 h is taken as the belief that the given set is true. The belief in w is interpreted as the absolute faith in the truthfulness of w, which not only relies on the belief mass assigned to w, but also to belief masses assigned to subsets of w.
Definition 1 A belief mass assignment is a mapping m : 2 h ! ½0; 1 that assigns m h (w) to each subset w 2 2 h such that:
is then called the belief mass of w. A belief mass assignment is called dogmatic if m h (h) = 0, since all the possible belief masses have been spent on the subsets of h. Fig. 1 The main graphical notations employed in feature modeling Fig. 2 The graph product line feature model Definition 2 A belief function corresponding with m h , a belief mass assignment on h, is a function b : 2 h ! ½0; 1 defined as:
Analogously, disbelief is the total belief that a set is not true.
Definition 3 A disbelief function corresponding with m h , a belief mass assignment on h, is a function d : 2 h ! ½0; 1 defined as:
In cases where b(w) ? d(w) = 1, DS theory can be considered to be reduced to probability theory. To address the degree of uncertainty which is inherent in the above definitions, Jøsang provides a complementary definition, uncertainty, which computes the degree of possible confusion in the belief assignment [20] .
Definition 4 An uncertainty function corresponding with m h , a belief mass assignment on h, is a function u : 2 h ! ½0; 1 defined as:
With the use of the above definitions, subjective logic [20] extends Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence. A belief expression in subjective logic is defined as a triple
, u x A ) also known as the opinion of an expert A regarding hypothesis x (v x A ). So, for instance, (1, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 1) are two subjective opinions that represent complete belief and complete uncertainty regarding a given phenomenon. It can be shown with this definition that belief (b x A ), disbelief (d x A ), and uncertainty (u x A ) elements of an opinion should satisfy:
Subjective logic defines a large number of operators that allow the manipulation of subjective opinions. In this paper, we employ two main operators, namely discounting and consensus [20] .
Discounting is an operator that given an opinion of a specific agent with regard to a phenomenon, and the opinion of a second agent about the first agent, it is able to estimate the opinion of the second agent about the phenomenon of interest. Therefore, it is possible to develop an idea about a phenomenon that has only been indirectly observed by a third party given the reliability assigned to that third party. So, if the third party is completely reliable, his reports of the observation of the phenomenon will be acceptable; but, as the lack of trust in that third party's observation increases, the uncertainty with regard to his observations increases as well. It is important to notice that reports provided by an agent that is not trusted cannot be directly attributed to disbelief but rather should be assumed as uncertain. In other words, one can only be uncertain of the truthfulness of the information provided by an unreliable source but cannot directly infer disbelief in those information.
be two subjective opinions. The discounted opinion is calculated as:
The second operator that will be employed is the consensus operator. The intention of the consensus operator is to meaningfully summarize a corpus of data elements coming from various sources in order to develop a common unification between the beliefs of the participating sources. In other words, if multiple observation reports are received from different agents regarding the same phenomenon, the consensus operator will allow us to combine the information into one representative summary in order to form an opinion based on these collected information. ) is a fair representative of both opinions, consensus operator È outcome, such that:
The consensus operator has been shown to have a stable behavior under various conditions and even while merging conflicting dogmatic beliefs [21] . It satisfies two important algebraic properties, i.e., commutativity (A È B ¼ B È A) and associativity (A È ½B È C ¼ ½A È B È C), which are of great significance while merging peer information sources.
Finally, similar to probability theory where the probability space can be connected to the evidence space through counting the number of positive and negative observations, it is possible to offer such a mapping between the belief space and the evidence space in subjective logic.
Given observations for phenomenon x, the mapping is as follows:
where r and s are the number of positive and negative observations, respectively. The interesting point about this mapping is as more observations are made about a phenomenon, the degree of uncertainty will decrease. We will benefit from subjective logic in order to capture the utility of the features of a feature model for the stakeholders in the application engineering configuration process.
Approach overview
The goal of our work is to develop a mechanism that would engage with software stakeholders and identify their preferences in the context of the software features available in a software product line. In other words, the stakeholders would be able to identify the utility of each feature of the product line by interacting with this mechanism in the application engineering configuration process. The overview of the steps of our approach is shown in Fig. 3 . The initial input of our approach is a fully developed feature model that needs to be configured, and the gradual inputs are the stakeholders' feedbacks on the queries made by our approach. The output of our approach is the preference of the stakeholders over the available features in the feature model and also their preference over non-functional properties and business concerns. As seen in the figure, our approach consists of seven major steps:
1. The first step involves the identification of the possible decision points in the decision path. Decision points are points of variability in the product line where the stakeholders would need to select from among the available alternatives. Besides the explicit variability points, other features that have some form of interaction with variable features could also be considered as parts of a decision point. The outcome of this step is the identification of the decision points; 2. Once the decision points have been identified, the second step develops a ranking over them based on a measure referred to as expected utility. This measure shows how much more information the stakeholder would attain if she makes a decision with regard to a given variability point. Therefore, decision points that have higher expected utilities would be better candidates to be handled earlier; 3. The decision points are then ranked descendingly based on their expected utility. In this ranking, the decision point that is ranked highest has the most likelihood of revealing more useful information for the stakeholders; 4. In the fourth step, the decision point with the maximum expected utility will be presented to the stakeholders in the form of a gamble query. The stakeholders would need to decide between the two competing offers that are provided to them in the gamble. They would also have the chance to ignore a gamble query and request the next query to be presented to them. The choice of either of the two options in the gamble query would not only reveal the utility of the selected option but also the utility of other features that are related to that feature or the feature not selected in the gamble; 5. Once the stakeholders make a selection in a gamble query, it is possible to update the utility of the related features in the feature model. The feature that was selected in the gamble and its related features will receive a positive impact on their utility while the feature that was not selected and its associated features will be negatively impacted. Furthermore, given that features can be associated with abstract concerns, the impacts on the utility of a feature will also be propagated to its attributed abstract concerns as well. 6. In the fifth step, the stakeholders will receive direct feedback in terms of the updated utility information of the features and abstract concerns. This includes the ranking of the most desirable features to be selected in the configuration process and also the ranking of the abstract concerns. It should be noted that this feedback is developed based on the utility elicitation process until that point and will be updated accordingly as more gamble queries are answered; 7. At this stage, the stakeholders will have the option to look at the utility information of the available features and decide whether they would like to select one or more features to be included in the final product or not. If they choose to select one or more features, variability will be removed from the feature model, the feature space will be restricted, and the process is repeated by continuing from Step 2 with the restricted feature model. However, if no features are selected at this point, this process is repeated by returning to the second step with the unchanged feature model where the new expected utility of the decision points is recalculated based on the information gained from the answered gamble query.
It is noteworthy that the choices made in the gamble queries are different from feature selections for the configuration process. The choices made in the gamble queries only represent the preference of the stakeholders, whereas the stakeholders would have the option to choose a different feature (even a feature that they did no choose in a gamble) for model configuration once they receive an overall feedback on how their preferences impact the utility of other features in the model. Therefore, the features selected in the gambles do not necessarily need to be selected for inclusion in the final product.
Extending feature modeling notation
For our work, we have extended the abstract syntax metamodel of the cardinality-based feature modeling notation [22] in a way that it provides support for some additional key concepts in our work, namely abstract concern and utility. The concept of abstract concerns refers to either non-functional properties or business concerns that are important for the stakeholders. As shown in Fig. 4 , each feature or feature group can be annotated with any number of abstract concerns in order to show that the feature (group) has some form of impact on those specific abstract concerns. For instance, a feature such as brute force from Fig. 2 can be annotated with the execution time abstract concern. This shows that the brute force feature impacts the execution time of any application that contains it which can be a concern for the stakeholders. The linkage between features and abstract concerns is developed using the utility concept. Now, it is important to be able to show whether the impact between a feature and an abstract concern is positive or negative and what is the significance of the impact. In order to show whether brute force has positive or negative impact on execution time, we have included a property for the utility concept, i.e., impact, that allows us to represent the polarity and significance of the effect of a feature on an abstract concern. The impact property has been defined as a subjective logic opinion, which allows us to both capture polarity in terms of belief and disbelief (positive or negative impact) and also significance through the amount of belief mass assigned to either belief or disbelief. So, it is now possible to say that brute force negatively impacts execution time by simply using the subjective logic opinion of (b x , d x , u x ) = (0, 1, 0). Our interpretation of this statement is given that all the belief mass is assigned to disbelief (d x ); therefore, the feature can be seen as having negative impact on the abstract concern. If the belief mass was assigned to belief in the opinion, then we would understand that the feature has a positive impact on the abstract concern. There are two desirable aspects to such a representation: (a) the ability to represent varying degrees of impact: by assigning different amounts of belief mass to either belief or disbelief, we are able to show how much influence a feature has on a given abstract concern. For instance, a small amount of belief mass assigned to the belief dimension would show that although the feature has positive impact on the abstract concern, the impact is not significant; (b) the representation of neutral or uncertain impacts: in this case, by assigning the belief mass to the uncertainty dimension of the subjective opinion, either we are able to show that the feature and the abstract concern do not have any interaction with each other or we are not aware of such interaction.
The main issue with the use of subjective opinions with human subjects is that it is hard for humans to come up with accurate belief masses to be assigned to each of the dimensions of the subjective belief opinion. Researchers have already proposed ways to deal with this issue including the use of linguistic variables [23] [24] [25] . In this way, the human subjects will only be interacting with understandable linguistic expressions that would be later automatically translated into subjective opinions to be used in the underlying inference processes. As will be shown in the tool support section of this paper, we have used a similar approach whereby the domain engineers are able to use linguistic variables to denote the impact of features on abstract concerns. We provide five linguistic terms to the domain engineers that can be easily converted into subjective opinions. These linguistic terms and their corresponding subjective opinions are shown in Table 1 . Hence, the statement, brute force has a very negative impact on execution time, can automatically be converted into (0, 0, 1) as the subjective opinion.
The second property that we have introduced into the utility concept is utilityPerception. This property allows us to capture the utility of each feature for the stakeholders. In other words, utilityPerception shows how desirable or useful a feature is for the stakeholders. Unlike the impact property that needs to be directly manipulated by the stakeholders during the domain engineering phase, the utilityPerception property will only be automatically updated during the application engineering phase based on the results of the gamble queries and the choices made by the stakeholders. This value will be used to calculate the desirability of features for the stakeholders and is constantly updated as new information is received from the stakeholders through answering gamble queries. The utilityPerception property is again of subjective opinion type; therefore, a feature annotated with (0, 0, 1) shows that the utility of the feature for the stakeholders is still unknown, while another feature annotated with (0, 1, 0) is known to be highly undesirable for the stakeholders. Similarly, varying amounts of belief mass assigned to belief or disbelief allows for the representation of a utility spectrum.
In summary, the extended feature model notation allows us to both capture and represent abstract concerns (nonfunctional properties and business concerns) and feature utility information. The varying degrees of each of these concepts are represented using subjective logic opinions.
Feature utility elicitation details
We view the whole process of staged configuration as a utility elicitation process during which the preferences of the stakeholders over the existing features are identified. The features with higher utility for the stakeholders will be the ones to be selected to be included in the product-to-be. In this section, we will explain the technical details of how feature utilities are identified through asking gamble queries from the stakeholders during the staged configuration process.
Gamble query structure
In essence, gamble queries are a means to differentiate between the desirability of two competing features. A gamble query allows the stakeholder to carefully consider two competing features and decide which one between the two is more desirable. A gamble query consists of two features that cannot coexist in a final configuration; therefore, the stakeholders would need to make a choice between either of these two features. For instance, in Fig. 2 , the approximation and brute force features are two competing features that cannot be present in the same product simultaneously. A gamble query would ask the stakeholders the following question: if you had the option to select from one of the following two features, which one would be a more desirable choice? In addition to the functional aspect of the gamble query, the stakeholders will be provided with information regarding the relevant abstract concerns related to each feature. Hence, the stakeholders will be making a choice between two functional features in light of additional abstract concerns.
For instance, an actual gamble query would be similar to the following: If you had the option to select from one of the following two features, which one would be a more desirable choice?
Option 1 -approximation: Positive on execution time; Very Negative on precision; Negative on implementation costs.
Option 2 -brute force: Very Negative on execution time; Very Positive on precision; Positive on implementation costs.
In this example, the stakeholders will understand that although the approximation feature will provide benefits in terms of execution time but it will negatively impact the other two abstract concerns. On the other hand, while brute force is not so effective regarding execution time but it offers good impact on the other abstract concerns. The presentation of the abstract concerns in a gamble query allows the stakeholders to understand the impact of the selection of certain functional features on non-functional properties and business concerns. Hence, from a broader perspective, the intention of a gamble query is not only to elicit the desirability of functional features but to also understand the appeal of the abstract concerns for the stakeholders.
Gamble utility assessment
The stakeholders' opinion regarding the options of a gamble query is not necessarily deterministic, i.e., the stakeholders would not always be prepared to select one option over the other. Their opinion can be anywhere in the range from highly prefer option 1 to highly prefer option 2. For this reason, we allow the stakeholders to answer gamble queries by selecting a value from this range whose middle point is the indifference between the two options. The stakeholders will be able to select from the following: somewhat prefer, prefer, and highly prefer one of the options or choose to remain indifferent (neutral). For example, the stakeholders could specify that they highly prefer the brute force option over approximation or alternatively to say that they somewhat prefer approximation over brute force.
Once feedback is provided by the stakeholders regarding a gamble query, it is possible to update the utility of both features present in the gamble (Step 5 of Fig. 3 ). Given that the utilityPerception property is a subjective opinion, we are able to use the technique introduced in the preliminaries section to update its value. We benefit from the mapping between evidence space and belief space to update the utility of a feature. In other words, the utilityPerception related to each feature is updated as positive and negative evidences for that feature are observed in gamble queries. Given that we have allowed the stakeholders to select from indifference (0), somewhat prefer (1), prefer (2), and highly prefer (3) for one of the options, we are able to consider this as a weighted positive observation for the selected feature and weighted negative observation for the feature not selected. Here for calculating the weighted observation, somewhat prefer receives the lowest weight equal to one, prefer receives the weight of two, and highly prefer is assigned the highest weight equal to three. For instance, for the above example mentioning that the stakeholder somewhat prefers approximation over brute force, we assume that we have made one positive observation for approximation and one negative observation for brute force. Similarly, highly preferring brute force over approximation would entail three positive observations in favor of brute force and three accounts of negative observation against approximation.
Based on the weighted observations, each gamble query is able to produce two new subjective opinions regarding the features present in the gamble. Let us refer to the winning feature of the gamble as f w and the loosing feature as f l . The new opinions formed regarding the utility of f w and f l can be calculated using Eqs. 8-10. The new subjective opinion about the utility of f w ; U n ðf w Þ, is computed by the weighted positive observation as r and no negative weighted observations for s. Likewise, the new subjective opinion about the utility of f l ; U n ðf l Þ, would be the weighted negative observation as s and no positive observations for r. Both U n ðf w Þ and U n ðf l Þ represent the utility of f w and f l by observing the outcome of the gamble. This could be considered as the utility for these two features if no prior utility information for the features existed. However, if the features already possess some utility information gained through prior gambles, it is not possible to discard prior utility information and simply replace them with the new utility information. For this reason, we employ a utility update strategy where prior utility information for each feature is updated once new utility information becomes available.
Definition 7 Let
Uðf Þ be the current utility information of feature f and U n ðf Þ be the new subjective opinion about the utility of that feature, the updated utility for f is calculated as follows:
where È denotes the subjective logic consensus operator.
The utility update strategy takes both utility information into account and develops an aggregate opinion regarding the utility of the feature based on both current and prior gambles. It is worth noting that a feature with no prior utility information is associated with a completely uncertain perceivedUtility, which shows that no information regarding its utility is available. Under such circumstance, Uðf Þ is equal to (0, 0, 1), in which case the consensus operator will act as an identity function and returns U n ðf Þ as the updated utility.
Example 1 Assume that in a gamble query the stakeholders have stated that they highly prefer approximation (f w ) over brute force (f l ). Further, suppose that prior utility information for each of the features is Uðf w Þ ¼ ð0:5; 0; 0:5Þ and Uðf l Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 1Þ. Given the result of the gamble, the new utility for the features would be
Þ. Therefore, the updated utility information for each of these features would be calculated based on Definition 7 by computing 
Utility propagation
As discussed above, the outcome of a gamble query would enable us to update the utility of the two features that were involved in a gamble (Step 5 of Fig. 3 ). However, even more information can be inferred from a gamble query given the hierarchical nature of feature models and the internal feature interactions. We propose that it is possible to propagate the updated utility information of the features in a gamble throughout the rest of the feature model using two mechanisms, namely propagation through feature interaction and propagation through abstract concerns.
Propagation through feature interaction
From among the various types of feature interaction in a feature model, there are three main types of interaction that form the basis for utility interdependence between different features:
• Hierarchical parent-child relations-The utilities of parent and child features can have close connection with each other. From the perspective of this feature interaction type, if the utility of the parent is high (low) for the stakeholders, then there is a high probability that the utility of the child feature is also high (low). The reverse is also true. This interdependence does not always hold given that other child features may also exist that impact the utility of the parent; however, each feature has its own share of impact on the parent (children). Therefore, it is possible to draw conclusions regarding the utility of a feature based on the utility of its children (parent).
• Sibling 'and' relations-Sibling features that are connected to each other with an and relation are required to appear together in a final product configuration if either of the features is selected. Therefore, the utility of each sibling feature in this type of interaction can be considered to be dependant on the others in a way that the utility of a feature can proportionally change with an increase or decrease in the utility of the other siblings.
• Integrity constraints-Depending on the type of the constraint, the features of an integrity constraint can have direct or reverse impacts on each others' utility.
An includes constraint acts similar to a sibling 'and' relation, and hence, the features with such a constraint can have direct impact on each others' utility. On the other hand, an excludes constraint acts in the opposite way, and hence, the features in this type of constraint can have reverse impact on each others' utility. Figure 5 shows these different forms of utility propagation based on feature interaction. The main idea behind utility propagation is to infer partial utility information for features not observed in the gamble by only relying on their interactions with the features that participated in a gamble. So, for instance, if a feature such as f 1 has an includes relation with a feature g that has been chosen in a gamble, we can with some reasonable possibility also infer that given the utility of g 1 has increased that the utility of f 1 could also be increased. Similarly, if two other features such as f 2 and g 2 have an excludes relation and g 2 has been selected in a gamble, it is possible to infer that the utility of f 2 would decrease.
In light of the fact that feature interaction is only one of the contributing factors to the utility of a feature, the utility propagation strategy that we propose employs a decay factor to lessen the impact of utility propagation and only partially impact the utility of unobserved interacting features. Algorithm 1 shows the details of the utility propagation method based on feature interactions. As seen on lines 1 and 2 of the algorithm, the updated utility information for feature f (U Ã ðf Þ) has been decayed using the subject logic discount operator () in order to reduce the impact of the updated utility of f on interacting features. The two decaying factors, i.e., direct decay beta and reverse decay b -, increase the uncertainty in U Ã ðf Þ before it is propagated onto other features. The decayed utility information that is propagated is either U Ã d ðf Þ or U Ã rd ðf Þ depending on direct or reverse impact of f on the interacting feature, which are subjective opinions with lower belief or disbelief values and higher uncertainty compared to U Ã ðf Þ. The reason that the utility of f is discounted to increase uncertainty is that there may be other contributing factors to the utility of the other features other than the utility of f, which are not known in the propagation process that need to be attributed to the uncertainty dimension of the propagated utility.
In order to propagate the updated utility of feature f onto its parent, lines 3-6 have been instructed. On line 4, the utility of the parent is combined using the subjective consensus operator with the discounted version of the updated utility of f to form the new utility of the parent feature. Once the utility of the parent feature is updated, it needs to also be propagated recursively as shown on line 6. In order to make sure that this process does not fall into an infinite loop, we only allow a one-time propagation of utility to each feature for every single gamble and hence the tracking of feature visits on line 5. The rest of the algorithm follows a similar recursive utility propagation pattern for child features, 'and' siblings and integrity constraints. It should be noted that the only place where U Ã rd ðf Þ is employed is on line 20 due to the fact that when two features are interacting based on an excludes integrity constraint, the reverse decayed form of the utility information should be passed onto the interacting feature to model the reverse impact of the two features on each other.
The propagation of utility information based on Algorithm 1 allows us to develop partial utility information for 
features that have not been observed in gambles. This could potentially lead to the benefit of answering less gamble queries by the stakeholders.
Example 2 Let us suppose that Fig. 6 represents a part of a feature model in which feature f 3 has been involved in a gamble and been chosen in the gamble as the more desirable feature. Now based on the outcome of the gamble, utility of f 3 will be updated into U Ã ðf 3 Þ. Furthermore, the rest of the interacting features with f 3 will need to be updated as well (also recursively with other features that are connected to these interacting features). Feature f 1 has a parent-child relation with f 3, and f 2 is a sibling of f 3 with an 'and' relation. For these two features, it is possible to update their utility with a direct decayed utility from f 3 . However, feature f 4 is related to f 3 through an excludes integrity constraint. Therefore, the utility of f 4 will need to be updated using reverse decayed utility of f 3 .
Propagation through abstract concerns
The second form of utility propagation that we propose is based on the premise that features impacting the same abstract concern can to some restricted extent have impact on each others' utility. For instance, if both features f and g positively impact the same abstract concern ac and feature f has been selected in a gamble, it could be inferred that given the desirability of feature f, abstract concern ac is also desirable for the stakeholders. As an indirect inference, one could also conclude that feature g is also partially desirable as it also positively impacts abstract concern ac. The two forms of utility propagation between features through abstract concerns are depicted in Fig. 7 . As seen in the figure, if the two features f and g impact a shared abstract concern in the same way, i.e., both have a positive impact or both have a negative impact, then the updated utility of the feature in the gamble such as f can be propagated to the other feature g. However, if the impact of the features on the abstract concern is different, i.e., one is positive and the other negative, the updated utility information of f needs to be propagated in such a way that it would have a reverse impact on g. These two cases are similar to how utility is propagated for the includes and excludes integrity constraints.
An interesting property of this propagation mechanism is that it enables us to indirectly compute the utility of abstract concerns for the stakeholders. As shown in Fig. 4 , besides the features that can have utility information assigned to them, abstract concerns can also have utility values. So, once the utility of the features is propagated through an abstract concern, the utility of the abstract concern is also updated and maintained. For instance, if feature f is selected in a gamble and it impacts an abstract concern ac, then it is possible to not only propagate utility Fig. 6 Example utility propagation through feature interaction Fig. 7 Forms of utility propagation through abstract concerns information to other features through ac but also to ac itself as well. This way, we are able to keep track of the utility of the abstract concerns and understand how the stakeholders value them without the need to directly ask for such information from the stakeholders.
Algorithm 2 outlines the process of utility propagation through abstract concerns. Similar to the previous utility propagation mechanism, lines 1 and 2 develop both direct and reverse decayed updated utility values to be used instead of U Ã ðf Þ: On lines 4-7, the algorithm updates the utility of the abstract concerns that are related to the updated feature f. If feature f has a positive impact on an abstract concern, the decayed updated utility of f is propagated to that abstract concern; otherwise, the reverse impact is propagated to the abstract concern. Lines 8-13 propagate the decayed updated utility onto the features related to a shared abstract concern. The propagation of the utility will be direct if both features have a similar impact on the abstract concern and reverse if the features have different impacts on the shared abstract concern. Line 14 ensures that each feature is only impacted once and line 15 will propagate the impact of the update of feature f i onto other features using the propagation through feature interaction mechanism.
The propagation of utility through abstract concern provides the additional benefit of being able to estimate the utility of abstract concerns without having to inquire from the stakeholders and only through observing the interaction of the abstract concerns with features involved in gamble queries. It will also additionally infer partial utility values for features that do not interact directly with each other and are only related through abstract concerns.
Example 3 Let us assume that Fig. 8 represents a sub-part of a feature model with one abstract concern ac. Both f 1 and f 3 impact ac in a positive way while f 2 has a negative impact. Now, further suppose that f 3 has been selected in a gamble as the desirable feature. Based on this, the utility of f 3 can be updated to U Ã ðf 3 Þ. Given that f 3 has a positive impact on ac, it is possible to update the utility of ac with a direct decayed utility from f 3 . Similarly given that f 1 has a positive impact on ac, then the updated utility of f 3 can be propagated to f 1 as well. However, since the impact of f 2 on ac (-) is different from the impact of f 1 on ac (?), then the reverse decayed utility of f 1 is propagated to f 2 .
Gamble query formulation and selection
It is now important to discuss how gamble queries are dynamically formulated based on the structure of a feature model (Step 1 of Fig. 3) . As already mentioned, gamble queries present the stakeholders with two competing features and require the stakeholders to select one or the other by both considering the functional desirability of the features and their impact on abstract concerns. It is clear that the source of competition between features in a feature model is the points of variability, which is either the alternative sibling arrangement of the features or the excludes integrity constraints. Therefore, the choice for the competing features in the gamble queries would be features that (1) have an alternative feature group relation with each other or (2) compete with each other through an excludes integrity constraint. We refer to these two types of competing features as direct competitors. For instance, a gamble query for the feature model shown in Fig. 2 would be the choice between BFS or DFS, which are considered direct competitors given their alternative feature group relation.
However, in light of the fact that the outcome of a gamble query in our approach does not only impact the utility of the two features involved in the gamble, but would also benefit from two utility propagation mechanisms that update the utility of related features, we propose the concept of (HSFP) in order to extend the two types of competing features that were introduced above. In essence, the idea behind HSFP is that not only do direct competitors have the ability to form suitable gamble queries, but also features that are related to direct competitors could also form gamble queries. As an example, in the above case, BFS and DFS are direct competitors and can form a gamble query. However, we can form other gamble queries based on this competition involving other features. For instance, given that DFS includes cycle detection in the feature model description, we can infer that BFS and cycle detection are also competing features. Hence, we could also formulate a gamble query between these two features. Based on this reasoning, we define HSFP to allow for the formulation of such gamble queries. Let us first define the horizontal dependency function.
Definition 8 Let f be a feature in the feature model F, the horizontal dependency function of f, denoted Hðf Þ returns an exact set of features with the following characteristics:
1. Hðf Þ is minimally defined with at least one member f; 2. if A (h includes g) & h 2 Hðf Þ then g 2 Hðf Þ; 3. if A (h has and Sibling g) & h 2 Hðf Þ then g 2 Hðf Þ.
The horizontal dependency function develops a set of interdependent features surrounding a feature such as f that are connected to each other either through a sibling and relationship or an includes integrity constraint. Based on Definition 9, it is possible to define more than one gamble query for each pair of direct competitors by using their horizontally dependent features. For instance, in the above example, it is possible to formulate three different gamble queries based on the cartesian product of features in H(BFS) and H(DFS).
It can be seen that each pair of direct competitors has one corresponding HSFP; therefore, given n direct competitor pairs, we will have n HSFP sets. In order to be able to pose a gamble query to the stakeholders, first we need to decide which HSFP is the ideal set from among the n sets and which gamble query from within that HSFP should be posed to the stakeholders. We define the concept of expected utility for making such a decision (Step 2 of Fig. 3 ).
Definition 10
The expected utility of a gamble consisting of two features f 1 and f 2 , denoted EUðf 1 ; f 2 Þ is as follows:
where prop(f i ) denotes the set of features that are updated as a result of an update to f i and D represents the change in the value of belief or disbelief of the utility of a feature after the update of that feature.
Informally said, the expected utility of a gamble is the amount of changed belief mass that is assigned to the belief or disbelief dimensions of the utility of the features affected by the result of the gamble through the utility update process that will be undertaken by the utility propagation mechanisms. Now given that the choice of the stakeholders between the two options in the gamble query is not known at this stage, the expected utility of a gamble is at most as much as the minimum expected utility of the features in the gamble and hence the minimization function.
The expected utility of a gamble should enable us to select the best gamble query that reveals the most amount of information about the utility of the features for the stakeholders. We define the best gamble query as the one that has the highest (maximum) expected utility from among all of the available gamble queries in the n HSFPs (Step 3 of Fig. 3 ). The approach that we have proposed here for selecting the most appropriate gamble query is equivalent to the decision-theoretic minimax approach whose aim is to maximize the minimum gain [26, 27] . We select the gamble query from all the gamble queries that can be generated from the n HSFPs with the highest uncertainty reduction value, i.e., the largest belief mass change from the uncertainty dimension to the belief or disbelief dimensions.
Feature preference ranking
We have explained how our approach is able to automatically generate gamble queries, select the most informative gamble query to be posed to the stakeholders, and how the results of a gamble query can be employed to update the utility of the related features and abstract concerns. This process involves various decision points which correspond to the gamble queries that are generated and adapted based on answers to prior gamble queries constituting the formulation of an adaptive decision path. The main outcome of this whole process is the understanding of the stakeholders' preferences and the identification of the utility of the features and abstract concerns for them. As already shown, the utility of each feature or abstract concern is represented as a subjective opinion and through the utility concept shown in the extended feature modeling metamodel.
Given that all features and abstract concerns possess their own utility information, it is possible to use such utility information to develop a ranking to represent the potential preference of the stakeholders regarding the features and abstract concerns and help the stakeholders select features for the final product and build a partial configuration (Steps 6 and 7 of Fig. 3 ). In order to be able to form such a ranking, we employ the subjective potency metric [23] . This metric shows the significance of a subjective opinion and can be used in the ranking purposes.
This potency metric provides us with the means to create a ranking over the features and abstract concerns utilities where the features and abstract concerns with higher potency values are considered to be more valuable for the stakeholders. Based on this quantification, we develop two rankings where the top features and top abstract concerns are rank ordered based on the potency of their utility and brought to the attention of the stakeholders as potential features to be selected and included in the final product.
Tooling support
AUFM Suite is our in-house Eclipse plug-in for feature modeling that has been built on top of FeatureIDE developed at the University of Magdeburg [28] . The tooling support provided for the proposed adaptive staged configuration process is developed within the general architecture of the AUFM Suite. The integration of the various aspects of the staged configuration process has been done through the use of a unified Eclipse perspective incorporating different views, each of which shows relevant information regarding the configuration process to the users.
There are six main parts that can be employed by the users in the developed Eclipse plug-in as numbered and shown in Fig. 9 . The first part is the feature model editing and manipulation panel that allows the users to develop, edit, and refine their feature model. This part provides the basic feature model design capabilities as inherited from FeatureIDE. In addition, a new coloring scheme has been developed for the features to denote the desirability of each feature for the stakeholders. The coloring scheme is designed in such a way that covers a spectrum of colors from green to red in a way that more desirable features are shown with lighter green colors and less desirable features are shown with darker red. The desirability of the features is calculated based on the potency of the utility of the features obtained through the staged configuration process. As the utility of the features is updated based on the feedback obtained from the gamble queries, the colors of the features are also updated to show how desirable the features are. In this example, the colors show that DFS is desirable for the stakeholders while BFS is not. Features with no utility information are colored by default with purple.
The second part of the perspective is a view that enables the product line engineers or product stakeholders to interrelate each feature with the abstract concerns. The users can show how a feature impacts any of the abstract concerns in a positive or negative way. This view is most suitable to be used in the feature model design process during the domain engineering phase. The figure shows that the brute force feature impacts reliability in a very positive way while it has a very negative impact on speed. Once the users are ready to perform the staged configuration process, the integrated tool assists them through the process by asking consecutive gamble queries that will elicit the utility of the features for the users. The users can ask for the next gamble query at any point of time by pressing the gamble query button shown in part three of the figure. A gamble query will be presented to the user where two competing features and their associated abstract concerns are presented. As seen in part four of the figure, the users will have the option to move the slider on top of the dialog to the left or right toward the feature that they more desire. The further the slider is moved to the furthest position on the right or left, the more the users prefer one feature over the other. As soon as a decision is made for the presented gamble, the updated utility information is used to update the utility of other features as well, and hence, the coloring of the effected features will be updated accordingly.
Besides the coloring of the features that can assist the users in understanding the desirability (utility) of the features, the view in part five of the figure also provides the ranking of the most desirable features. The desirability ranking of the features is performed using the potency measure of the utility of each feature, and only features with a positive potency value are descendingly ordered where the most desirable feature is ranked first. In addition, as the utility of features is elicited, the utility of the abstract concerns is also computed indirectly based on the relation of the abstract concerns with features presented in gamble queries. A rank order similar to feature ranking is also presented for the abstract concerns as shown in part six of the figure. With the ranking of abstract concerns, the users will know how their decisions regarding features in the gambles affect the abstract concerns. In other words, how will the abstract concerns be impacted as a result of feature selections. In this example, speed and scalability are the two abstract concerns that will be satisfied given the current utility values of the features and usability is the abstract concern that will be negatively impacted.
Exploratory study design
In order to perform an informal evaluation of the developed staged configuration process, we performed two studies. The main objective of these exploratory studies is to informally investigate the suitability of the approach from four aspects. In this section, we introduce these four aspects and describe the environmental setup of the studies.
Main design drivers
The approach that we have taken toward the informal evaluation of our work is to investigate the impact of the proposed staged configuration process and its tool support on the performance of a group of users (e.g., application engineers or product stakeholders). We are interested in understanding the effect of our proposed work from four aspects on the users' performance, namely from the rank order, coverage, acceptability, and usability perspectives. These four perspectives are defined as follows:
• Rank order shows whether the utility elicitation mechanism incorporated in the staged configuration process is able to correctly reveal the utility of the features for the stakeholders and in doing so rank order the set of desirable features in a way that are in accordance with the preferences of the stakeholders; • Coverage evaluates how well our proposed approach is able to understand the preferences of the stakeholders and offer recommendations that are in line with the choices that the stakeholders actually have in mind. In other words, assuming that we are aware of the list of desirable features for the stakeholders, coverage would show how well that list is actually reflected by the feature recommendations provided by our approach. This can be seen as similar to the recall measure in information retrieval; • Acceptability is the measure of recommendation adoption by the stakeholders. This measure shows how many of the recommendations made by our proposed approach are actually being accepted by the stakeholders in their decision-making process. This is similar to precision measured in information retrieval; • Usability refers to the ease of use and learnability of our proposed approach in the context of product configuration in the application engineering phase. In other words, in usability, we would like to evaluate whether our approach is able to reduce the complexities associated with the configuration process for the users in such a way that it is desirable for them to use and easy to learn.
Environment setup

Objects of study
The main objects used in our informal studies are feature models that have been obtained from Software Product Line Online Tools (SPLOT) [29] . We have selected two of the largest feature models that are currently available in SPLOT shown in Table 2 . The columns of the table represent Number of Features (NF), Number of Valid Configurations (NVC), Depth of model Tree (DT), and CrossTree Constraints Ratio (CTCR). As seen in this table, both of the feature models have a large number of features which would be cumbersome for a user to go through manually. In addition, both models have a high degree of variability where the number of optional and grouped features is quite higher than the number of mandatory features. Also, the number of valid configurations that can be derived from the feature models is very high. These characteristics of the two feature models make them ideal to be employed as objects in our studies as they will be naturally hard for the users to process without additional support.
Once these two feature models were selected as the objects of study, we performed an additional processing step on them to annotate the features of the two feature models with abstract concerns. This process was done by the experimenters and benefited from the AUFM tool suite for specifying the relation and degree of impact of each individual feature on the relevant abstract concerns. The abstract concerns consisted of four business concerns and four non-functional properties. The business concerns included time-to-market, development cost, customer satisfaction, and system security. For the non-functional properties, we selected the URPS properties, namely usability, reliability, performance, and supportability [30] . At the end of this annotation process, features were connected with appropriate abstract concerns; their degree of impact was specified.
Interacting with subjects
The main objective of our informal study was to determine at an early stage whether our proposed staged configuration process and the supporting tool suite is able to assist the application engineers and product stakeholders in deriving a desirable final product. In other words, would the application engineers perform their tasks more efficiently while using the proposed staged configuration process or not. Therefore, our study was performed with the help of human subjects. In our experiments, twelve volunteers actively participated in the evaluations. The participants were all graduate students of computer science with the age range between 24 and 30 years. The participants all had a good knowledge of software engineering principles and were given a mini-tutorial on aspects of software product lines and feature models prior to the study period. Different phases of the product line engineering lifecycle including the phases of the application engineering process and details of staged configuration were also explicitly explained, and the aim and artifacts of this phase were detailed for them.
In order to form a fair distribution of activities between the two objects of study, the subjects were randomly split into two groups. Each of the subjects in both groups was asked to individually take part in two separate experiments. The first group was asked to employ O 1 first for the first experiment and then the subjects were later asked to use O 2 to perform the second experiment. Both experiments were performed using the proposed staged configuration process and its supporting tool. The second group of subjects were asked to perform the same procedure but by using O 2 for the first experiment and O 1 for the second experiment. One experimenter was always present during both of the experimenting periods. The experimenter employed a shadowing method to only observe the performance of the subject during the experimentation periods. This experimental setup was used to minimize the effect of study objects and experimenters on the performance of the subjects and hence support the validity of the obtained results.
Preliminary observations
The goal of our informal studies was to validate whether the proposed staged configuration process with feature utility elicitation and dynamic decision points has any positive impact on the performance of the users in terms of rank order, coverage, acceptability, and usability. For this purpose, we report and analyze our early observations with regard to these four aspects.
Rank ordering of recommendations
The main purpose of our proposed staged configuration process is to identify the utility of the features of a feature model for the stakeholders. It is clear that different stakeholders have different preferences, and hence, based on the stakeholder performing the staged configuration process, the utility of the features would be different. On the other hand, research has already shown that human subjects are not comfortable with directly providing and assigning accurate utility information to available options [31] . Therefore, in the first experiment, we decided to engage with the study participants in a way that allows them to comfortably work with the proposed staged configuration process and also provide feedback on its performance. In order to achieve this, each of the participants was asked to load the feature model that she was assigned for experiment one (O 1 for group 1 and O 2 for group 2) into AUFM suite. They were then asked to familiarize themselves with how the features impacted the abstract concerns by going through the features of the feature model as they desired and by looking at the related abstract concerns and the impacts. After the familiarization step, the participants interacted with the feature model by requesting gamble queries. As mentioned earlier, each gamble query represents a decision point in our model and the sequence of the decision points forms a decision path. The participants were asked to constantly interact with the tool through gamble queries in order to understand their own preferences. Once the participants felt comfortable with the feature model and believed that they had a good understanding of the features, each of them was asked individually to select the top ten features that she thought were most desirable. Each list would then be ordered descendingly based on the order of preference by that participant. The list prepared by each participant was then compared with the list proposed by our tool in the form of feature rankings (part 5 of Fig. 9 ). The idea behind the comparison is that the more these two lists are similar to each other, the better the tool has been able to identify and model the utility of the features for that participant.
In order to compute the similarity between the two lists, i.e., the list preferred by a participant and the list proposed by our tool for that participant, we employed Kendall's rank correlation coefficient (s). The Kendall s test is a nonparametric hypothesis test that measures rank correlation. In other words, it computes the similarity of the orderings of a set of data points when generated by different processes. We also calculated the p value for this significance test, which shows the role of coincidence in the observed correlation. A p value of less than 0.05 is often considered to be a sign for a statistically significant correlation observation. The results of our observation of Kendall's s test are shown in Table 3 .
As seen in the Table, we observed significant correlation (p value \0.05) between the feature rankings on the participants' list and that on the recommended list by the tool, which is the result of the utility elicitation process. From the twelve participants in our studies, there were only three participants, namely P 1 ; P 3 and P 9 whose preferences did not significantly correlate with the feature recommendations. This means that the recommendations offered based on the utility elicitation process were not accurate for these three participants. On the other hand, a significant correlation was observed for the other nine participants that shows that the ranking of features proposed for each individual stakeholder was highly resemblant of the feature preferences for the stakeholders in 75 % of the cases of this preliminary study. Overall, we observed that in 75 % of the subjects, the utility elicitation process has been able to offer recommendations that are significantly correlated (0.038 \ 0.05) with the list of desirable features for each individual participant with an average s = 0.74.
Based on the observations of this first preliminary experiment, we believe initial favorable indication for the proposed utility elicitation process exists which shows that it would be successful in predicting the utility of the features for the stakeholders and providing a list of recommended features that are close to the preferences of the stakeholders.
Recommendation coverage and acceptability
In the second study, the participants were asked to use the other feature model for the experiment (O 2 for group 1 and O 1 for group 2). Similar to the first study, the participants were asked to load the feature model into the AUFM Suite and explore the interaction between the features and the eight abstract concerns used to annotate the features. However, unlike the first study where the participants interacted with the tool through the gamble queries and only provided a ranked list of ten features when they felt comfortable with the feature model, in this second example, the stakeholders were asked to make six feature selections. In order to make the six selections, the participants were asked to make gradual progress in the form that they would first interact with the tool through several gamble queries, then make a selection decision, and then repeat this process until the six decisions were made.
We refer to the point in time when a participant makes a feature selection as a selection point. Given that the most important action of a participant at each selection point is to identify the most suitable feature to be included in the final product, we observed how well the feature recommendation model, which is based on the elicited utility for the participant, was able to identify the most suitable feature to be selected for each case. In other words, we are interested in finding out about the coverage of our proposed work by observing whether the feature actually selected by the participant at a selection point is present in the list of recommended features by our tool. However, given that the list of recommended features includes a rank order of all features with a positive utility, we restrict the coverage computation to the top, top three, and top five features, i.e., whether the feature selected by the participant is the same as the top feature, is among the top three, or is among the top five features in the recommended list provided by our tool.
The observed coverage of our approach for this limited experiment is shown in Fig. 10 . As shown in the figure on the left side, the coverage of the recommendations provided in each selection decision in all three forms (top, top three, and top five) increases from one selection point to the next. The main reason behind this is that in order for a participant to be ready to make a decision at a selection point, she would need to complete several decision points during which gamble queries will be presented to the participant. The answers to these gamble queries will increase the knowledge about the utility of the features and will hence improve the accuracy of the recommendations. In this informal exploration, the probability that the feature selected by a participant at the first selection point be exactly the one on top of the recommendation list is on average around 50 % while this increases to close to 60 % in the sixth selection point. Similarly, the probability that the selected feature is among the top five recommended features is around 65 % in first selection point, whereas it is much higher in the sixth round with over 90 %. These are positive indications of the potential of our work in that it shows that even in the worst case which happens in the first selection point, the feature selected by the participant is expected to be observed in the top five recommended features by our tool in 65 % of the cases.
The right-hand side of Fig. 10 summarizes these observations from a different point of view. Based on this view, the feature selected by a participant in any of the six selection points is likely to be exactly the same as the top recommended feature by our tool in over 54 % of the time. Furthermore, the selected feature is among the top three and top five features with the probability of 68 and 80 %, respectively. This shows that the participants in our experiments were able to greatly benefit from the feature recommendations (especially by looking at the top five features) as there is at least an 80 % likelihood that their most desirable feature is one of the features in this list. Now, in order to further observe the coverage of our recommendation model, the participants were also asked to look at the top five features recommended by the tool and mention how many of these five features they believe should not have been included in the top five list. In other words, how many of the features they thought were falsely classified as one of the top five. Figure 11 shows the percentage of undesirable features in the top five list as specified by the participants. Similar to Fig. 10 , the recommendation list becomes more accurate as the participants move along in the selection points. It is noticeable that the percentage of falsely classified features in the top five recommended features is in the worst case 8.3 % in the first selection point and even drops further to 1.7 % in the sixth selection point. On average, there is the low 5 % probability for a completely undesirable feature to be mistakenly classified as one of the top five features.
With regard to acceptability of the feature ranking provided by our tool, the participants were asked to provide feedback on whether they would have accepted the suggestions of the tool at each selection point. The idea behind acceptability was not only to see whether the utility of the features for participants has been identified properly and that the feature ranking is reasonable, but also to observe whether the participants adopted the recommendations in practice as well. To evaluate this, the participants were asked to select one of the following three options at each selection point: i) I am comfortable with adopting the top five recommendations provided by the tool at this selection point; ii) I feel comfortable with accepting the top five recommendations of the tool after some reordering of the features; iii) I do not feel comfortable adopting the recommendation. Figure 12 shows the responses received from the participants regarding acceptability.
As seen in the figure, in all six selection points, at least 91 % of the participants selected either the first or the second option showing that the recommendations provided by the system are at least acceptable with some minor re-arrangement of the order of the features. From the 91 % who selected either the first or second options, the number of participants that selected the first option who were comfortable with fully adopting the recommended features grew steadily from 67 to 91 % from the first selection point to the sixth selection point. This is a significant observation in that it shows that as the participants interact more with the tool, the utility elicitation process is able to more accurately model their preferences and provide more precise and acceptable recommendations. Furthermore, even in the worst case which happened in the first selection point, only one participant (9 % of participants) was uncomfortable with the proposed recommendations. The rest of the participants felt comfortable in accepting and trusting the feature recommendations offered by the tool based on the derived feature utilities. According to the observations made from the feedback obtained from the study participants, we believe that the proposed staged configuration process has the potential to effectively model feature utilities for the stakeholders and offer acceptable and covering feature recommendations based on the utilities.
Usability of approach
There is always the possibility in the area of software engineering that performance does not necessarily entail usability. In other words, techniques that yield better performance and more accurate results are not necessarily adopted and used by the community because of difficulty in employing the tools or technologies. For this reason, given that the underlying formalism for the proposed feature utility elicitation process is rather complex, we wanted to make see whether this complexity is imposed on the application engineers or product stakeholders in the staged configuration process or not. To this end, the participants were asked to complete a five-question questionnaire. The questionnaire asked the participants to provide their feedback regarding each of these five questions using the five-point Likert scale, i.e., strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree. The five questions that were asked from the participants are as follows:
1. (Eases the configuration process): The proposed staged configuration process not only does not add any additional difficulty to the development of a product configuration, but also eases the decisionmaking process and makes the completion of the process easier. 2. (Enhances desirability of end result): The products that are developed based on the proposed staged configuration process have a higher likelihood of been more desirable for the stakeholders because a more systematic approach is used for understanding the preferences of the stakeholders. 3. (Reduces cognitive complexity): When exploring the feasible feature space of a software product line, given the large size of the feature model, the amount of information related to the feature model could pose a heavy mental burden on the application engineers or the product stakeholders. The proposed approach is Fig. 10 The coverage at each selection point Fig. 11 The percentage of undesirable features in the top five list Fig. 12 The acceptability of recommendations at each selection point able to reduce the mental burden to a more manageable level.
(Provides insight into feature interaction):
The interaction with gamble queries and the update of feature utility information through the coloring scheme in the presented tool is able to provide more insight into feature interactions which would be otherwise hard to understand.
(Reduces time associated with configuration):
The time taken to complete the staged configuration process and developing a final product using the proposed approach could be considered to be significantly less than the time taken to configure a product line without it. Figure 13 shows the results of the questionnaire. As it can be seen in this figure, the responses have been favorable (either strong agree or agree) for the first three questions. This means that the participants believe that the proposed approach is able to ease the configuration approach, enhance the quality of the final product, and also reduce the cognitive complexity associated with the configuration process. Regarding the fourth question, ten of the twelve participants believe that the proposed approach is able to reveal more information regarding feature interactions and there are only two participants who are not sure whether it makes any impact or not. In the last question, there are half of the participants who are neutral regarding the effect of the proposed approach on the reduction of time spent on configuration. However, still the other half of participants agree that this could reduce the time for configuration. It seems that the time spent in the configuration process is a measure of the rigor of the participants, and hence, we believe that it should naturally not reduce with the employment of the proposed staged configuration process.
Overall, there have been no negative reports in the usability questionnaire for any of the five questions by our participants. Based on the informal feedback from the participants in the form of the questionnaire, this could potentially show that the participants were interested in adopting this approach for the configuration process, and hence, we believe that further customization and enhancement of the tool could make it quite usable for the application engineering process.
Discussions
Lessons learned
The process of the design and execution of the experiments required for this research work provided us with some insight into the role of support systems in the area of software product lines and especially for the application engineering phase of the lifecycle. It should be noted that the lessons learnt were the side product of the informal studies and have not been rigorously validated through further experiments; nevertheless, we believe they are interesting observations.
One of the main issues that draw our attention was the influence of the utility elicitation process on the time taken to perform and complete a staged configuration process. Despite our best hopes, it turned out that half of the participants believed that the provided tool suite and the technology behind it did not have an impact on reducing the time associated with staged configuration. This was an interesting observation for us given our previous experience. In a related work, we developed a decision support platform for the domain engineering phase of the software product line lifecycle [6] . In our experiments and through the actual tracking of the time taken to perform a domain engineering process with and without the decision support platform, we observed that the time was quite similar for both settings. Although in our experiments in this current paper, we did not measure the time taken to perform the tasks, due to a lack of comparison benchmark, the opinions expressed by the participants regarding the impact of the tool on time taken to complete the task resemble our previous observation that no significant impact can be observed. We think that it is possible to conclude that the use of decision support platforms, such as the one developed in this current paper and also our earlier work for the domain engineering phase [6] , does not necessarily reduce the time associated with performing the task but it does certainly impact and improve the quality of the artifacts that are developed as a result. The second point that was observed during feature model configuration was the emphasis that the participants had on understanding the impact that their decisions had on abstract concerns. The observations by the experimenters showed that the participants were interested in being cognizant of the state of the abstract concerns by frequently checking their ranking after answering gamble queries and also answering gamble queries by considering the associated abstract concerns. In our opinion, this is an important observation as the role of non-functional properties and business concerns have not been central in the product line configuration literature. Functional aspects that conveniently map to features in the feature model have received more focus while it appears from our observations that the stakeholders or application engineers are at least equally interested in the effect of abstract concerns on the final product. This is an indication that configuration methods that allow for both functional and non-functional optimization in the configuration process could be of interest to the users.
The other issue that was encountered during the experiments was the desire of some participants to override the results of the utility elicitation process. This specifically happened a couple of times for some participants who did not agree with some of the information that was elicited and was reflected through the coloring of the features. The participants thought that some of the features that were colored should have a different color or at least should have a different lighter or darker shading. For instance, one feature was colored with light green and the participant believed that given that she is sure about the feature being undesirable that it should be colored dark red. In such cases, the participants liked to have the opportunity to override the derived utility information with their own belief. This was a functionality that was not present in our tool. Our conclusion was that the participants should have the capability to correct the support system when they feel that it has been misled, but at the same time, we believe that not too much control over the support system should be given to the user due to the point that the support system might be improving itself through gradual observation but an untimely intervention from the user might disrupt a plan that is on the right track.
Limitations
We would like to highlight what could be seen as the limitations of our approach. The first restriction of our approach is that it is designed to work most effectively within the software product line domain where a feature model representing the finite set of features of that domain already exists. This is a requirement for our work that allows us to identify the set of competing features and build gamble queries. It is possible to extend our work to support a general requirements prioritization process, but the current work does not extend into that area. The other requirement of our approach is that we assume that the application engineers and/or the available stakeholders are capable of understanding the goals of their target system and are able to translate those goals into priority information that would allow them to decide between two competing features in the gamble queries. There might be situations when the stakeholders cannot decide between two competing features in which case our approach would not provide them with any additional support. In such circumstances, the stakeholders can benefit from other decision-making tools such as our S-AHP technique [32] to identify priority and decide on their option in the gamble query.
It is also important to point our that the empirical studies reported in this paper are preliminary exploratory studies that intend to present some initial observation on the potential of our approach. It should be noted that further controlled experimentation is required to determine the real impact of this approach under real-world circumstances. Some of the limitations of our exploratory study that we can point to are the following: In our study, a limited number of data points were collected due to our restricted access to appropriate participants that had enough knowledge of software engineering within the area of software product lines. In addition, we only worked with two publicly available feature models from the SPLOT repository, which were the largest in the collection and hence were most suitable for our experiments. Although these two feature models were the largest that we had access to and in light of the fact that using smaller feature models would not have in any way presented us with better and more generalizable results, this limitation may pose threats to the drawn conclusions. For instance, the use of a larger number of feature models could have impacted the accuracy of our conclusions.
The other limitation is a result of using subjective measurement mechanisms for measuring the opinion of the different participants through the use of the Likert scale.
Participants may have different attitudes toward the evaluation of the dependent variables. For instance, some participants may be reluctant to provide high subjective values to the options that they are evaluating, whereas the others may have quite a different mind-set, which could lead to a validity threat. We need to recruit more number of participants in order to smooth out the effect of this issue. Another threat to the studies could be the presence of one experimenter in all experiments alongside the participant. Although the experimenter acted through a shadowing method, still the pressure from mere presence of the experimenter could have impacted the performance of the participants. We are now considering the use of virtual presence for the experimenter, such as videoconferencing, to reduce the impact.
Related work
Most efforts in feature-oriented representations of product lines have been on the development of automated algorithms for product line configuration. More specifically, most of these techniques have been formulated to address the automated configuration of software product line feature models based on stakeholders' functional and nonfunctional requirements [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Feature model configurations have been often derived, validated, and verified using Logic Truth Maintenance Systems (LTMS). Three of the most widely used methods in this context are Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) solvers [38] , propositional SATisfiability problem (SAT) solvers [35, 39] , and Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) [40] . Furthermore, Description Logic reasoners have also been employed to validate the structural correctness of feature model configurations [36, 41] . The main goal of these approaches is to take as input a set of functional and non-functional requirements from the stakeholders and then develop a configuration that maximally satisfies these requirements. However, as Czarnecki et al. [5] have pointed out, the configuration process should be performed in a step-by-step manner through which consecutive specializations are formed in order to build the final configuration. Therefore, although the automated configuration methods can be used for specialization, they do not offer methodological support for deriving and understanding the requirements of the stakeholders.
Some researchers have proposed the idea of prioritizing features during the design phase (domain engineering phase) in a way that would facilitate feature selection during product derivation phase [22] . The idea of prioritization of features is interesting, but it does not seem to be feasible given that feature priorities change based on the target stakeholders and the context where the product line is being specialized and configured; therefore, priority values for features should be developed during the specialization process. To address this, we have previously developed the Stratified Analytic Hierarchy Process (S-AHP) that allows for the prioritization of software features based on stakeholder feedback [32] . The process is a restricted form of AHP for software product lines in that it reduces the number of required pairwise comparisons by considering abstract concerns. However, it is possible that this approach faces a high number of pairwise comparisons if the number of abstract concerns or comparable features grow.
Closely related to understanding the utility of features, the requirement engineering community has significantly contributed to the development of requirement prioritization techniques for requirements selection [42, 43] . In this context, one suggestion for prioritizing requirements has been the use of requirement priority groups [44] as a way to nest similar requirements together and create an internal rank for requirements in each group. This approach is not so suitable for feature models, since the structure of the feature model tree is of high importance while the decision about the priority and specialization of the feature model is being made; therefore, creating priority groups that would become feature tree structure oblivious might result in irrelevant feature model configurations. Other models such as the use of bubble sort over requirements, cumulative and hierarchical voting have been proposed that are not applicable to feature models given the relative large size of the feature models in software product lines [45] .
On the other hand, decision-oriented models inherently allow for a more close integration of stakeholders' opinions compared to feature-oriented models given that the central theme of decision models is decision making that requires the involvement of a decision maker [46] . There have been several foundational work on decision models including DOPLER [47] , Synthesis [48] , and KobrA [9] . Although slightly different in their formalization, the underlying principle behind the decision models is that decisions can both allow for the representation of variability and also most effectively and unambiguously guide the product customization/derivation process. Typically decisions, assets or artifacts, and dependencies between them are modeled in a decision model in a way that answering a question can lead to providing the value for one or more decisions in the model that advances the product derivation process [49, 50] . The main deficiency for this type of models is their inflexibility and high maintenance costs. Unlike feature models which are process agnostic, decision models rely on the decision process that is defined in the domain engineering lifecycle. Hence, the need for a small change in the decision process can lead to violation of many dependencies and the need for rearranging the decision-making order. Therefore, while decision models are very effective for application engineering, they can be costly in terms of maintenance and update.
In light of the aforementioned significant achievements in the area of product configuration in software product lines and based on the limitations of both feature-oriented and decision-oriented models, we have integrated a utility elicitation process into the staged configuration process in a way that it benefits from the structural characteristics of a feature models to dynamically generate decision models that can be used for feature selection and product configuration. Our approach complements feature-oriented models by helping to elicit the stakeholders requirements and identify their preferences over the available features and also improves decision-oriented models by building the decision models dynamically, hence reducing the costs associated with maintenance and update of the models.
Concluding remarks
The product line engineering paradigm has been recognized as one of the effective means for software reuse and rapid software development. This paradigm benefits from a development lifecycle that has two distinct but interrelated phases, namely domain engineering and application engineering. The focus of the work presented in this paper is to facilitate the task of the application engineers or product stakeholders in the application engineering phase by helping them understand the utility of the features available in the product line and identifying their preferences. The utility elicitation process is carefully integrated with an interactive staged configuration process in a non-obtrusive manner allowing the engineers to get engaged with the developed tools without having to be aware of the details of the underlying utility elicitation process. The interaction with the process is through easy-to-understand gamble queries that gradually expose the requirements of the product stakeholders.
Our exploratory empirical evaluations have shown that feature utility elicitation integrated into staged configuration is able to enhance performance during the configuration process from three distinct perspectives: rank order, coverage, and acceptability. This means that the employment of the support tool incorporating the utility elicitation process is able to positively influence the quality of the application engineering phase outcomes. It is noteworthy to mention that the participants in the experiments were quite satisfied with the usability of our tool by mentioning that it eased the configuration process, enhanced the quality of the final product, and reduced the mental burden and cognitive complexity associated with the configuration process. However, there were mixed opinions regarding the impact of our approach in reducing the time needed to build a product configuration. This is in line with our previous finding regarding a decision support platform for the domain engineering phase [6] .
We believe that our work provides the following benefits for the application engineering phase: (1) Product stakeholders often have a very high-level view of their needs and it is hard for them to translate that into concrete feature requests and also it is difficult for them to understand the feature structure of a product line. Our work provides a support mechanism that helps the application engineers to elicit the preferences of the stakeholders through gamble queries that ask the stakeholders to answer simple feature comparison questions based on functional properties and abstract concerns; (2) Decision models are more intuitive than feature models for being used in the product derivation process; however, they are less flexible and harder to develop during the domain engineering phase. Our work provides the means to bridge the gap between feature models that have already been developed during domain engineering and dynamically builds a decision model. In the proposed approach, each gamble query is a decision point and the sequence of gamble queries forms a decision path. The advantage of this approach is that the decision path is not predetermined and will be unique to the stakeholder involved in answering the gamble queries; (3) The integrated tool that we have developed on top of the FeatureIDE plug-in provides a unique perspective with several views regarding the preferences of the stakeholders. It offers a coloring scheme to show the desirability of each individual feature along with other views showing the ranking of the features and abstract concerns based on their utility.
